
This warranty covers Iseli lithium batteries of 48V—M series and covers both

performance and cyclic capabilities of any unit sold after 1st of May 2021 for

stationary applications and is limited to green energy and solar applications.

For any unauthorised usage outside these applications this warranty

becomes null and void.

All Iseli 48V M-Model Lithium batteries are covered up to 5 years for any

manufacturing defects, in accordance with the table below in regards to

conditions of usage and parameters of the application.
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Table 1

Warranty expires when either the warranty date of expiry is reached or when

the cycle performance has been met, whichever comes first.

In case of a warranty claim, all BMS, commissioning, and maintenance logs should be

provided to the manufacturer. Insufficient claim data may lead to rejection of the claim.

Battery Model: :48VLiFePO4M-Model



A battery to be considered defective may deliver less than 70% of its rated

capacity during the warranty duration. Batteries that deliver above 70%,

may not be considered defective.

All confirmed by ISELI batteries that may be defective due to manufacturing and

workmanship cause, may be credited or replaced at ISELI’s option.

Cyclic Curves

Discharge the battery with constant 0.2C until the battery voltage is 40V

or battery self-protection automatically.

Lay aside the battery for 10mins.

Charge the battery with constant 0.2C and constant 56.5V until the

current is 0.05C.

Lay aside the battery for 10mins.

Discharge the battery with constant 0.2C until the battery voltage is 40V

or battery self-protection

automatically. calculate discharged capacity, monitor current timely. (If

it's constant current, calculate formula is: discharge time ×constant

current value=capacity).

Charge the battery with constant 20~40A and constant 56.5V until the

current is 0.05C.

Standard Capacity test procedure:
Charge/discharge method:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

This is in lieu of all other warranties, expressed or implied including any

warranties which extend beyond the description of the face hereof. In no

event shall ISELI be liable for consequential or incidental losses or damages.

The repaired or replacement battery shall complete the remaining portion

of the warranty period for the original battery and any consecutive

replacements shall follow the same guideline.



All defective and replaced batteries are subject to return to ISELI at ISELI’s option.

Recycling of the batteries or any such act of disposal in accordance to local

legislation and any costs that may rise from such processes shall be borne by the

end-user.
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Warranty duration is adjusted in accordance with the actual operating

conditions such as exhibited in table 1. Any Storage and maintenance of

batteries should be in accordance with ISELI’s or any OE manufacturers

product and user manual’s offered during quoting.

4)

Warranty does not cover damage due to misuse, neglect, improper

installation, extreme temperatures, acts of nature and any external cause

or factor that can hinder the unit’s operation quality or contaminate the

units in any form, including user modification of the units which is

prohibited.

2)

In case of a warranty claim, BMS logs, commissioning logs and any

maintenance logs should be provided to ISELI. Insufficient claim data may lead

to rejection of the claim. All these data logs must be maintained throughout

the warranty period by the end user or installer for warranty claim purposes.

3)

Warranty is valid for the fit-for-purpose applications as described and is limited

to the tolerances of the models offered as described within the technical

specifications offered in the datasheet and user manual. Any usage of batteries

exceeding the technical specifications advertised renders the warranty null

and void. Installation and usage must be in accordance with Iseli’s or any OE

manufacturers product and user manuals offered during quoting.

1)

All claims are under the operating & warranty conditions below:


